DIRECTIONS – With public transport

From airport Peking terminal 3, 2, 1 (app. 40 Min.)
- **Airport shuttle bus line 1** *(direction Fangzhuang)*, entry: 25 Yuan.
  1st stop at Liangmahe stop (from there 350m walk cross the main street).

*or*

- **Airport subway** to Sanyuanqiao and transfer for **line U10**: 1 Stop to Liangmaqiao Station C Exit (app. 46 Min.) (from there 450m walk, around 6 minutes to the southeast direction).
- **Train Station Peking** (41 minutes transfer: **lines U2-U1-U10** Liangmaqiao C Exit).
- **Train Station Peking West** (55 minutes transfer: **lines U9-U6-U10** Liangmaqiao C Exit).
- **Train Station Peking South** (47 minutes: **lines U14-U10** Liangmaqiao C Exit; or 50 Minute **lines U4-U10** Liangmaqiao Exit) (from there 450m walk, around 6 minutes as above).